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VISUAL PROGRAMMING
fMaximum Marks: 1001 [Time: 3 Hours]

PART-A
(Maximum Marks: 10)

Marks
I. Answer all questions in one or two sentences. Each question canies 2 marks.

l. What is the CLR?
2. Name any two Iterative Statements in VB.NET and give lF8yntax-
3. What is the advantage of using anays. Declare a two dimension anay'
4. Name the properties seen in Listbox control.
5. WhatisASP.NET (5r:10)

-PAer-B
-- "\fraximum Marks: 30) '\

II. Answer anrfveoflfi66 owing questions. Each question carries 6 marks' -....'-- - i rs the NET Class Library. \
2. What are the different data types in VB.NET, give suitable examples.

3. Write a VB.NET Console application program to input three numbers and

find its sum and average.
4. Explain the Do..............While Statement with example.

5. Explain the Try...............Catch Statement with slutax..
6. Create a VB.NET form to input two numbers and perform addition, subtraction

division and multiplication on entering the user's choice '
7. What are the ASP controls. (5x6:30)

PART - C
(Maximum Marks: 60)

(Answer one full question from each unit. Each full question carries 15 marks')
IJMT-I

a. Explain the.NET framework.
b. Write short notes on i) CTS and ii) CLS

OR
Explain the components ofCLR
Explain i) Arithmetic Operators ii) Relational Operators

iii) Logical Operators with examples

TINIT-II
Write a VB.NET console based program to sort a set of given numbers in

ascending order.
Explain the different qpes of looping statements in VB'NET

III, (e)
(6)

(e)

(6)

(e)
(6)

IV. a.

b.

b.
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a.VI.

OR

write a VB.NET console based program to find the largest number fiom an
array ofN numbers. (9)
Explain the types of control statements in vB.NET with syntax and
suitable examples. (6)

UNIT_III

Write the steps to create a Windows form.
Explain Keyboard Events.

bescribe the creation and the ur, #5"*oo box and List box in
a vb.net form
Explain crystal reports.

VII. (e)a.

b. (6)

(e)

VIII. a.

b.

IX. a.

b.

'=-- u\rr -w.

(e)
(6)

(e)
(6)

F-

X. a.

b.

Explain the ADO.NET architecturerarith a
Describe the importance of Web Server

OR
Explain Data set ii) Datatable and iii) Data Adapter in ADO.NET
Explain the various applications of ASP.NET.
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